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Suspected cross-border burglary gang hits four Fermanagh homes
Police are appealing for witnesses after a suspected cross-border burglary gang hit four properties in
Fermanagh in less than three hours.
The break-ins took place between 6.30pm and 9.15pm on Thursday evening.
Police believe the break-ins are linked to a number of other similar burglaries in Co Cavan and Co
Monaghan which also happened on Thursday.
The PSNI has said it is keen to speak to individuals seen travelling in a black Audi A3 and a white
transit-style van.
A report of the first incident was made to police just after 6.30pm, when thieves in the Graffy Road
area of the Fermanagh town forced entry to a home, ransacking rooms in the house and stealing a
number of items.
The second break-in was reported in the Lisnaskea Road area of Lisnaskea with entry forced to the
property, with rooms again ransacked and some jewellery being stolen.
Detective Inspector Trevor Stevenson said: "The third incident was reported to us just before 9pm
on the same road in Lisnaskea. At this time, it is not clear what, if anything was taken.
"Around 9.15pm, a fourth burglary was reported to police in the Crom Road area of Enniskillen. A
number of rooms were ransacked but again, it is not clear if anything was taken.
"We believe these incidents in County Fermanagh are also linked to a number of other burglaries of
a similar type in the Counties Cavan and Monaghan areas which also took place last night.
"We are particularly interested in tracing the movements of a black Audi A3 and a white transit-style
van which were seen in and around these areas last night between 6pm and 9.30pm. We would also
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like to speak to two people who were seen travelling in the car - one is described as wearing dark
clothing with a hood and having his face covered while the other was reported to be wearing a
jacket with sleeves darker than the body of the coat.
"Anyone with information should contact detectives on 101, quoting reference number 1171 of
20/12/18."
Alternatively information can also be given to independent charity Crimestoppers anonymously on
0800 555 111.
Source: The Belfast Telegraph
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'Brexit is compounding differences - it is polarising people again into
camps';
Archbishop whose diocese straddles the Border warns peace is
fragile
THE head of the Catholic Church in Ireland has warned that communities along the Border will
strongly resist becoming "frontier people again" in the event of a no-deal Brexit.
"There is uncertainty and fear out there - people don't want to be dragged backwards," Archbishop
Eamon Martin, of Armagh, told the Irish Independent.
He is a Church leader whose diocese straddles the Border, with some parishes in Northern Ireland
and others in the Republic.
Dr Martin highlighted how two decades after the signing of the Good Friday Agreement, people had
grown up in these Border areas "moving quite seamlessly from North to south" for business and
personal reasons. But it was now "sad to hear some people almost talking up the differences".
On a practical note, he said: "It is only wise that everyone starts to prepare economically for a range
of possibilities that might happen."
Asked about his concerns around Brexit, the Catholic Primate said: "Some of my fears are that this
whole debate has compounded difference, it has helped to polarise people again into camps, which
is something that, particularly in Northern Ireland, we have to beware of. The increase in 'them' and
'us' talk, the increase in sectarianism, the polarisation of communities and talk about borders and
barriers rather than about bridges and what we have in common. We have managed to translate
even the Brexit debate into our normal orange and green, nationalist and republican versus unionist
and loyalist terms - we are good at that, sadly."
The Derry-born prelate appealed to people to consider the best of what has been achieved on the
island of Ireland over the past 20 years, namely the Good Friday Agreement, but added: "What we
have achieved is fragile; we should have a big sign up on all that we have achieved saying 'fragile,
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handle with care'." He was also critical of the Brexit debate's exclusion of the very people who will
be most affected by it.
"In many ways people here have been disenfranchised from a strong say in what is happening. We
have all had to keep quiet and entrust it to the high-level boardroom discussions - there is a
frustration at that." He expressed the hope that a way through could still be found for post-Brexit
survival.
He also spoke of his disappointment at the "gloating" by some pro-abortion politicians during the
recent legislative process on the Regulation of Termination of Pregnancy Bill.
He thought some of the exchanges in the Oireachtas had been "narrow and hostile".
He also indicated that the Church will seek to support medical professionals who in conscience
cannot support the introduction of abortion under the new law, which he described as "a huge
moral mistake and one which this country will live to regret".
"I would certainly be calling people to continue to witness to the fact that there are two lives worthy
of protection here and therefore our position on this doesn't change; in fact, if anything, it becomes
even more clear to us."
On the visit of Pope Francis to Ireland, he said it was "an amazing experience".
"We basically have shown the world how to do a World Meeting of Families, so for me it was a
tremendous success. Of course, having Pope Francis here was really wonderful." At Christmastime
he said he was reminded of Pope Francis's belief in the importance of family "as the place where
love is experienced, where love grows and the place where people hold each other together and are
there for each other".
Source: The Irish Independent
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